NEW 45 & 60 Minute Lead-Lined Acrovyn® Doors
For decades, the edges of 45 and 60-minute lead-lined doors have been manufactured with a square banded-edge
design where a decorative strip meets with the door face at a sharp 90-degree angle. This becomes problematic,
particularly in high-traffic areas.
45 and 60-minute lead-lined doors are typically hung in radiology rooms, which are some of the most heavily used
rooms within a hospital. With constant traffic and impact from gurneys, carts, beds and equipment, the doors
face daily wear and impact. The sharp corner of banded-edged doors typically cannot dissipate impact energy
efficiently. It doesn’t take long before the edges start to chip, split and crack, exposing the unfriendly lead material
to patients, staff and visitors.
To combat this issue, many facilities use hollow metal doors. However, they look very institutional and once dented,
they’re nearly impossible to fix. The situation can be extremely detrimental to any healthcare environment.
Introducing the NEW 45 and 60-minute Lead-Lined Acrovyn Doors.
Previously only available up to 20-minute fire-rating, healthcare facilities now have
more options for those high-traffic radiology areas. Acrovyn Door lead-lined models
not only meet necessary building and occupancy codes, but protect the opening
from constant wear and tear, keeping the opening continuously looking like new.

Durability
Acrovyn doors have been protecting interior openings for over a
decade. With durable Acrovyn sheet, and rounded replaceable edges,
you can eliminate the risk of lead being exposed from constant impact
and wear to the doors.

Replaceability
Just like our standard Acrovyn Doors, all lead-lined models feature
replaceable edges and edge covers. If there is ever any damage, repair
can be done quickly on-site with little downtime. And the edges are
covered under our Edge of a Lifetime warranty for the life of the door.

Designability
All Acrovyn Door lead-lined models are available in our standard solid
colors and Chameleon Patterns, as well as Acrovyn by Design. Acrovyn
Doors perform as needed, and look good doing so.
For additional information or technical documents, please:
- Contact your local CS Representative
- Visit www.c-sgroup.com/door
- Call 800.972.7214
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